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SCENE 01
Shot 1 | The Arrival

Description

An aerial view of an abandoned, sun-dappled Middle Eastern village, setting the premise of the adventure.

Action

Camera pans across barren, sandy landscapes slowly zooming in on a lone figure, Josh, at the village’s fringe.

Script

In a forgotten corner of the Middle East lies a village untouched by time. Today, it beckons the curious soul of
an outsider named Josh.

Transition

Cut

Shot settings

Shot Type: Wide / Long Shot
Perspective: Aerial / Helicopter
Movement: Zoom

Lighting: Natural Light / Available Light
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SCENE 02
Shot 1 | Entry into the Unknown

Description

Tom pushes open an ancient, creaking gate and steps into the silent village.

Action

First-person view as Josh pushes the gate, entering the village with visible hesitance and curiosity.

Script

With each step, Tom delves deeper into the shadows of history, where voices of the past seem almost within
reach.

Transition

Cut

Shot settings

Shot Type: Medium Shot (MS)
Perspective: Shoulder-Level
Movement: Tracking
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SCENE 03
Shot 1 | The Shelter

Description

Tom finds a crumbling structure that offers some respite from the harsh environment.

Action

Cutaway shots of the shelter’s details—broken windows, dusty floors.

Script

Seeking shelter, Tom stumbles upon a building, whispering tales in the silence of its decay.

Transition

Cut

Shot settings

Shot Type: Cutaway Shot
Movement: Tilt Down
Camera: Handheld
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SCENE 04
Shot 1 | Lara's Introduction

Description

Inside the dim room, an old woman, Lana, appears from the shadows, surprising Tom.

Action

Close-up on Tom's face as he turns, startled by Lana’s appearance.

Script

In the quiet solitude, an unexpected figure emerges. Her name is Lana, keeper of secrets long forgotten.

Transition

Cut

Shot settings

Shot Type: Master Shot
Camera: Steadicam

Focus: Deep Focus
Lighting: Low-Key Light
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SCENE 05
Shot 1 | The Prophecy

Description

Lana, while blending herbs at a small table, speaks of a prophecy involving a lost city.

Action

Close-up of her hands crushing herbs; cut to her face, illuminated by candlelight as she speaks.

Script

With wisdom lined in her every word, Lana speaks of a hidden city, veiled by the sands of time, waiting to be
rediscovered.

Transition

Defocus

Shot settings

Shot Type: Medium Shot (MS)
Movement: Zoom

Lighting: Low-Key Light
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SCENE 06
Shot 1 | The Map Revealed

Description

Lana presents a tattered, ancient map to Tom, pointing to a route.

Action

Over-the-shoulder shot showing Lana’s wrinkled hands unfolding the map before Tom's intent gaze.

Script

From the folds of worn linen, a map to the unseen, to wonders lost; the path to the mythical unfolds before
Tom’s eyes.

Transition

Cut

Shot settings

Shot Type: Group Shot
Perspective: Hip Level
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SCENE 07
Shot 1 | The Pact

Description

Tom agrees to embark on the journey to find the lost city, filled with determination.

Action

Two-shot of Tom and Lana as they exchange a meaningful look, an unspoken agreement hanging between
them.

Script

A pact silently forms, binding the fates of the young explorer and the guardian of secrets with a shared, brave
pursuit.

Transition

Cut

Shot settings

Shot Type: Close-up Shot (CU)
Perspective: Eye Level
Movement: Zoom
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SCENE 08
Shot 1 | Preparing the Journey

Description

A montage of Tom gathering supplies, studying the map, and preparing for the journey ahead.

Action

Fast cuts between close-ups of gear, Tom's focused face, and his fingers tracing routes on the map.

Script

As dawn casts its first humble rays, Tom prepares. Each item, each step planned with the utmost respect for the
quest at hand.

Transition

Morph

Shot settings

Shot Type: Developing Shot
Camera: Steadicam
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SCENE 09
Shot 1 | The Quest Begins

Description

Tom stands at the edge of the village, looking out towards the horizon, ready to discover the unknown.

Action

Long Shot of Tom from behind, facing the vast desert landscape. He takes his first determined step forward.

Script

With the ancient map as his guide and the spirit of adventure as his companion, Tom steps into the unknown,
toward destiny.

Transition

Cut

Shot settings

Shot Type: Medium Shot (MS)
Movement: Follow
Camera: Descender
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Storyboard Overview
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Script Overview

In a forgotten corner of the Middle East lies a village untouched by time. Today, it beckons the curious soul of an outsider named Josh.

With each step, Tom delves deeper into the shadows of history, where voices of the past seem almost within reach.

Seeking shelter, Tom stumbles upon a building, whispering tales in the silence of its decay.

In the quiet solitude, an unexpected figure emerges. Her name is Lana, keeper of secrets long forgotten.

With wisdom lined in her every word, Lana speaks of a hidden city, veiled by the sands of time, waiting to be rediscovered.

From the folds of worn linen, a map to the unseen, to wonders lost; the path to the mythical unfolds before Tom’s eyes.

A pact silently forms, binding the fates of the young explorer and the guardian of secrets with a shared, brave pursuit.

As dawn casts its first humble rays, Tom prepares. Each item, each step planned with the utmost respect for the quest at hand.

With the ancient map as his guide and the spirit of adventure as his companion, Tom steps into the unknown, toward destiny.
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